BUILD YOUR CAREER
Baptist Health believes in developing and fostering young leaders. It’s important that we find compassionate, mission-minded physicians interested in making our community a healthier one and helping take our health system to new heights.

FACTS ABOUT BAPTIST HEALTH
• Three nationally recognized hospitals
• Baptist Medical Center East named a Truven Health Top 100 Hospital 3 of the last 4 years
• Baptist Medical Center South ranked 1st in Alabama and Top 5% nationally in vascular care
• Regional cancer center
• Behavioral health facility
• An affiliate of UAB Health System

To learn more about Baptist Health, please visit our website at www.baptistfirst.org.

FACULTY OPPORTUNITY
Montgomery Family Medicine Residency program is seeking a Board Certified Family Medicine physician to join the faculty. This growing, fully accredited, 8-8-8 community-based program prefers that candidates have at least 5 years experience in office-based practice, be skilled in hospital and ICU medicine, and be very well versed in ALL forms of information technology. OB experience is not required for this general medicine position. Typical duties of a faculty member include hospital and ICU medicine, private patient duties, precepting, lecturing, scholarly activities, and curriculum management.

This position offers a competitive academic salary with a production bonus, as well as relocation assistance. EOE

For more information about this opportunity, please contact Bonita Lancaster, system manager of Physician Relations at toll-free (866) 507-3385, (334) 451-5226 or blancaster@baptistfirst.org. Or contact Colleen Amaya, physician recruiter, at (334) 273-4260 or cbamaya@baptistfirst.org.